Jazz's 'musical value is nil' (1918): An editorial we regret
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When The Times-Picayune Editorial Board began compiling a list this year of 300 people
who made New Orleans what it is, Louis Armstrong was a no-brainer. He ran on Day One,
and other jazz greats - Jelly Roll Morton, King Oliver, Sydney Bechet, Buddy Bolden, Kid Ory followed.
We can't imagine New Orleans -- or the world -- without the cultural gifts these creative
trailblazers gave us.
But we didn't always appreciate jazz. An editorial on June 20, 1918,
in The Times-Picayune attacked "Jass and Jassism." Vehemently.
"Why is the jass music, and, therefore, the jass band?" the editorial
began. "As well ask why is the dime novel or the grease-dripping
doughnut? All are manifestations of a low streak in man's tastes
that has not yet come out in civilization's wash."
The editorial praised harmony, "where nearly all the truly great
music is enjoyed." Jazz was a threat to melody, apparently.
"Prominently, in the basement hall of rhythm, is found ragtime, and of those most devoted
to the cult of the displaced accent there has developed a brotherhood of those who, devoid
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of harmonic and even of melodic instinct, love to fairly wallow in noise," the editorial said.
Part of a New Orleans tricentennial series on the people and
events that connect and inspire us.
This wasn't only a stodgy and shortsighted view of something new.
The music was being dismissed because of its source: "a kind of
servants' hall of rhythm." The editorial was targeting the class and
race of these musicians.
"In the matter of the jass, New Orleans is particularly interested,
since it has been widely suggested that this particular form of musical vice had its birth in
this city -- that it came, in fact, from doubtful surroundings in our slums."
The diatribe ended with this: Jazz's "musical value is nil, and its possibilities of harm are
great."
A hundred years later, we can say definitively: So, so, so wrong.
Editorial Regret revisits opinions from The Times-Picayune's 181-year past. If there's an issue or
historic event you would like us to explore, email latitude@nola.com.
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